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Baldwin Virtual Training Safety Manager Program is Now NBAA CAM
Accredited
NBAA-BACE – Las Vegas – October 11, 2021 — Baldwin Safety and Compliance has
introduced its new Safety Manager Certification virtual training program and announces it has
been accepted for credit toward the NBAA Certified Aviation Manager (CAM).
The Safety Manager courses are designed from a workflow perspective, therefore providing
participants practical information on how to perform the day-to-day tasks of a Safety Manager.
The courses encompass the key topics that a Safety Manager needs to effectively manage the
organization’s SMS and there is no prerequisite for Safety Management Systems (SMS)
knowledge to begin the program.
The curriculum has been in development since last August and the Director of Standards for
Baldwin, Jason Starke commented, “This new program not only provides a strong SMS foundation
for new Safety Managers but takes a practical approach to their roles and responsibilities.
Everyone at Baldwin involved in this program worked very hard over the last year to fill a training
need in the industry as SMS becomes more prevalent in our industry.”
Baldwin now has 15 virtual training courses approved for NBAA CAM credits, including the 12
that make up the Safety Manager Certification program. Each course is 45-75 minutes in length
and broken into short modules. These courses can be purchased individually or as a discounted
program package. Baldwin clients are provided supplemental videos that cover the teaching
principles and how they are applied in the Baldwin Portal to reinforce the instruction.”
To learn more, go to the Baldwin Virtual Training site or visit booth #3227 at NBAA-BACE in Las
Vegas, October 12-14 and enter our drawing for a $595 voucher toward courses!
About Baldwin Safety & Compliance
Founded in 2004, Baldwin is a global company founded to support the implementation and
maintenance of customizable safety and quality management (SMS/QMS) and related business
support systems such as ASAP/ASIAS, FDM/FOQA, LOAs, MELs, and Document Management
software. Baldwin conforms to ICAO, FAA, EASA, Transport Canada, and other State standards
and regulatory requirements. As an IS-BAH and IS-BAO Program Support Affiliate (PSA)
company, Baldwin was selected to support the IS-BAO Progressive Stage 3 program. In addition,
Baldwin was also selected to support RedTail Flight Academy’s training initiative, as well as an
HAI-SMS Partner Provider - further supporting Baldwin's leadership position in the SMS
industry. Visit www.BaldwinSMS.com or call 888.222.1212 for more information.
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